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User-Centered Design (UCD) 
 UCD is a process used to make products 

(including online Web Surveys) usable
 Methods focus on
 Identifying user goals and tasks
 Supporting users’ mental models
 Bringing in users and having them work with survey

 UCD leads to more usable products



UCD Activity Project Phase

Requirements

Design Interface

Early Development
and Testing

Code the Prototype

Release

User and Task Analysis
Set Usability Goals

Information Architecture
Develop Style Guide

Expert Review
Low-Fidelity Prototype

Expert Review
Usability Testing
Disability Accommodation

Server Log Analysis
User Survey

Where UCD Fits in the Project Life Cycle



User Centered Design in Practice

 While bringing in the user perspective early in 
the process is beneficial to final design….
 Often users  are brought in after the design is 

set/hard coded
 Too late in the process
 Design problems are more costly to fix
 Changes for user do not get implemented before 

release
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Case Study: National Household 
Education Survey

 Expert Review on survey screens
 Identify early the obvious design problems
 Give feedback on ways to redesign screen or reword 

question

 Usability testing of survey on desktop and mobile 
devices.
 With real users, identify issues & assess satisfaction
 Satisfaction Questionnaire
 Modified Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction 

(QUIS) survey
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National Household 
Education Survey

 1 screener & 4 modules
 Screener – Demographic and background 

questionnaires to place respondent into correct 
follow-up module
 Module 1 – Adult job certifications and training
 Module 2 – Early childhood education – preschool
 Module 3 – Children in grades K-12 in public or 

private school
 Module 4 – Children in grade equivalent to K-12 

but that are homeschooled
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Expert Review for NHES
 Iterative Expert Review (Heuristic Review)
 Independent review by 2 reviewers per module
 Follow a set path - “vignettes” or “scenarios”
 Document issues 
 Nielsen’s 10 Usability Heuristics

 Team of reviewers met to discuss issues & solutions
 Time consuming process to meet as team and de-

duplicate / agree on issues & solutions
 Send issues & solutions to program team / survey sponsor
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Example of Early Issues found in  
Round 1 Expert Review

 Design formatting issues: 
1. Header did not extend across 

screen
2. Branding was missing in 

header - may not look 
legitimate

3. “Questions?” – too 
prominent, could result in 
increased calls

4. Footer too prominent – Links 
are distracting to task at hand 
and all caps hard to read

5. Format of previous/next 
buttons

6. Use of underline for emphasis
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Expert Review Round 1: 
Grid Issues 

 Grids on PC were non-
standard and inconsistent 
across modules
 Difficult to see which label 

attaches to the radio 
buttons

 Usability team provided 
examples of how online 
grids could look
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Expert Review Round 1
 Static screens
 Couldn’t do true Mobile 

review
 Had to use “Responsive 

design” view in “Firefox 
developers tools”

 Some of the issues we 
noticed:
 Navigation buttons
 Radio buttons too close
 Footer to prominent



Expert Review Round 2
 For mobile design: 

Radio buttons too 
small and too 
close together 



Expert Review Round 2
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 Error message has 
centered text – more 
difficult to read

 The answer box is too 
large for the question 
response text



Expert Review Round 2
 Simple Quick Fixes: 

misspellings

 Bugs found early on –
three error messages 
appear on a page and 
the text boxes were not 
lined up
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Expert Review Round 2
 Header is 

“Employment” when 
question is about the 
number of class credits 
for a certification or 
license 
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Expert Review Round 3
 In Round 2 we 

recommended that 
for mobile - all fields 
that require a 
number should 
open the keypad  

 In Round 3 we see 
recommendation 
was implemented
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Expert Review Round 3
 Box was resized (based 

on earlier Round II 
feedback) some became 
slightly too small for 
two digits to entirely fit
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Expert Review Round 3
 Mobile – Grids 

make it difficult to 
see all response 
options.  We 
recommended 
moving to 
individual 
questions on a 
long vertical scroll
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What to do with Grids

Desktop Mobile
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Expert Review Process
 Issues and recommendations from Rounds 1, 2, & 

3 given to survey sponsor

 Program team & survey sponsor reviewed 
recommendations
 Software team implemented recommendations that 

survey sponsor agreed with
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Usability Testing for NHES
 After three rounds of expert review
 Conducted one round of usability testing
 24 participants

 Each participant  worked with one “screener” 
& two “modules” of the survey
 Get more “eyes” on the screens
 1/2 take survey on PC, 1/2 on mobile device
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Highlights from User Testing
 No show stoppers
 Some issues that software developers did not 

have time to fix prior to testing were 
spontaneously commented on by users
 Design of small screen for mobile 
 Mobile – small size of touchable area (radio buttons)
 Usability lab has since come up with a research based 

standard on optimal size of square and circle touch targets

 Repetition of questions asked in the screener
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Highlights from User Testing
 One of the more 

noticeable design 
changes in the expert 
review process was to 
recommend that for 
mobile devices - stop 
using grids and instead 
use a scrollable list with 
multiple question on the 
scroll.  
 Usability testing showed 

that this design worked for 
users
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Usability Testing Results: Screen 
Design

 Left image - Radio 
buttons on IPhone are 
small and hard to see

 Right image - Example 
of 6mm sized radio 
buttons
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Usability Testing Results: 
Question Wording

 “One of the 50 United 
States or the District of 
Columbia”

 A number of users 
spontaneously 
commented that they 
did not like the way it 
was worded.  One user 
said “sounds like DC is 
not a part of the U.S.”
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User Satisfaction 
 Participants who 

answered survey on 
laptop were slightly 
more satisfied than 
those who answered 
the survey using their 
mobile devices 
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Source:  2016 NHES Usability Satisfaction Questionnaire

n =  24 



Survey Sponsor Constraints
 Survey sponsor has final say on what changes to 

implement 
 Survey sponsor constraints include:
 Mode consistency concerns – paper & web instrument
 Time series on key items – survey has been conducted 

over a number of previous years
 Limited number of reviews to evaluate big changes
 Limited schedule for implementing changes and 

ensuring that they were implemented as desired
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Communicating Changes 
 In a perfect world, recommended changes would 

be implemented and retested
 In reality there are multiple steps…
 Step 1: Communicate usability findings to program 

team / survey sponsor 
 Step 2: Survey sponsor determines, based on their 

constraints, if they agree to the change
 Step 3: Program team or survey sponsor communicate 

changes to software developers 
 Step 4: Verify that changes implemented by designer 

was what had been intended by survey sponsor
 Budget and schedule constraints impact all steps
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Conclusion
 During expert review stage of development 

we were able to identify “low hanging  fruit” 
that software developers could fix early on in 
the process
 Easy and noticeable problems fixed prior to 

showing the design to users
 Not all identified issues could be fixed –

depended on sponsor needs and constraints
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Conclusion
 Vetting the screens in three rounds of expert 

review – usability testing built upon heuristic 
feedback
 Allowed for more focused usability study
 Could test whether design recommendations 

provided in the expert review actually worked 
for real users
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User Centered Design –
Improved the Process

 Using the concepts of UCD –
 Testing early with heuristic reviews
 Followed by testing with real users 

 Led to a better overall design prior to survey 
being fielded.
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